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In addition to the wonderful thoughts and poems presented here, you'll find links to these special writings
below. (When you click on the underlined titles,

Support Group Meetings to Help Grieving Parents ...
TCF Queensland holds support group meetings at its New Farm Centre once a month. Here we offer a safe
environment for bereaved parents, grandparents and siblings to express themselves in the company of others
who have lost a child or sibling and understand their grief.

Comfort for Grieving Hearts
Please check back often as I fill these pages with inspirational thoughts, quotes and poems, and I hope
something you read here will touch you as so often words can...

Coping with Losing a Pet
Most of us share an intense love and bond with our animal companions, so it’s natural to feel devastated by
feelings of grief and sadness when a cherished pet dies. The pain of loss can often feel overwhelming and
trigger all sorts of painful and difficult emotions. While some people may not ...

Grieving father hopes police find daughter's killer to help...
Grieving father hopes police find daughter's killer to help give family closure Roseangel Montilla, 34, found
lifeless in her NW Side apartment Sunday

Grief
Introduction The death of a child is devastating and often referred to as the worst experience a parent can
endure. A child’s death causes a profound family crisis. It shatters core beliefs and assumptions about the world
and the expectations...

Grieving mother joins March for Our Lives in name of ...
Grieving mother joins March for Our Lives in the name of Stephon Clark, other black males taken by gun
violence. My son Jordan Davis was killed in 2012.

Dear Wendy Atterberry: How to support a grieving friend or ...
About a month and a half ago, I started dating a really great guy. We have incredible chemistry and a lot in

common. However, our relationship has already hit a huge hurdle: two weeks ago, his brother passed away very
suddenly. Adding to that pain is the fact that his family lives across the state,

Family Support
Family Support. Here on The Compassionate Friends national website, you will find support in a number of
different ways. Find a local TCF Chapter with our Chapter Locator.. Join one of our private Facebook groups to
interact with other parents, grandparents and siblings.. TCF’s Online Support Community (live chats) allows
you to talk with other bereaved parents, grandparents and siblings ...

25 Encouraging Scripture Verses for Those Who Are Grieving ...
224 Responses to 25 Encouraging Scripture Verses for Those Who Are Grieving. Pingback: Part of Love, All of
Love: What Do We Decide about the Pain of Loss. | God Listening Heart

